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a) National - the heroic resistance and self-sacrifice of

Ukrainians, confidence in winning, the unwavering courage

of soldiers and mobilized volunteers, who are determined to

defend their homeland from the enemy, that is far superior in

strength.

Today, the national and post-national mentality of the population

forms the backdrop for different attitudes toward the war in general.



b) Post-national - the western world

relies on a professional army, which

it finances, so that it does not have

to take up arms if necessary.



Ukraine has become an irritant for global

science and education, and educational

wars have begun in the market:

• The global front (differences between

leading universities have disappeared

due to global communication, it doesn't

matter whether you study in Harvard or

Uzhhorod);



• Theoretical (Popper's old theories have been proven to

be negated, and new ones are questioned, and patriotism

itself disappears when a person becomes comfortable);



• Cultural (traditional markers

are blurred and not supported

by new generations, especially

outside the parent state);



• Futuristic (the progress of conformity has overcome the progress

of dreams. It is better to have a new iPhone than to explore the

Moon);



• Political (the old leaders turned out

to be only a poorly disguised

mimicry, and the conformist

generation does not want to become

new leaders);



• Civilization (easy and quick access to goods blurs the

established and described borders of civilizations);



• Economic (high-paid education no

longer provides easy access to new

hierarchical levels, and new opinion

leaders for young people, such as Musk

and Taleb, have become rather

exceptions, while ordinary managers

like Jobs or Zuckerbergs are becoming

role models);



• Technological (online education - after two years, six months of

war and possibly another 2 years of new monkeypox or covid-23 -

must be improved by the latest subjective factors, a new

interpersonal matrix, otherwise progress will roll back to stability);



• Humanistic (educational charity has begun to generate massive

social parasitism on the planet and, unfortunately, educators and

scientists have become leaders of this ultra-leftist idea);



And in conclusion, dear audience,

Taleb's modern theory of randomness

for Ukraine has been clearly proven

on the example of our enemy (or not

an enemy) and our friend (or not a

friend).



Дякую -Dziękuję-Thank you!
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